
CAMPIONATUL NAȚIONAL DE COMPOZIȚIE ȘAHISTĂ 2020 

SECȚIUNILE: AJUTOARE, INVERSE, FEERICE 

 

Kjell Widlert (Suedia), arbitru internațional 

(traducerea în limba română a comentariilor va apărea ulterior) 

 

SECȚIUNEA AJUTOARE  

CLASAMENT OPEN: 

1.Mihaiu Cioflâncă (Pionul Piatra Neamț) 17 p. 

2.Valeriu Petrovici (CSU Arad) 6 p. 

3.Irina-Luiza Marin (Clubul Central de Șah) 5 p. 

 

CLASAMENT FEMININ: 

1.Irina-Luiza Marin (Clubul Central de Șah) 1 p. 

 

Ordinea problemelor participante: 

Locul 1: Mihaiu Cioflâncă (Phenix, 2019)  

 

H#3,5      2 sol. 

1...Bd4-a1   2.Sc4-b2 Sg2-e3 +   3.Kd5-d4 Kf3-e2   4.Bf8-c5 Ba1xb2 # 

1...Bd4-h8   2.Bf8-g7 Sg2-f4 +   3.Kd5-e5 Kf3-g4   4.Sc4-d6 Bh8xg7 # 

Maslar manoeuvres in two opposite corners, with near-echo mates (there is an exchange of 

functions between Sc4 and Bf8). Only Sc2 stands between this problem and perfection, but the 

S is clearly needed to stop mates with bKe5 and wBc3,b2. You would expect a gem like this to 

be anticipated, but it seems the position is really new. 



 

Locul 2: Mihaiu Cioflâncă (Sachmatija, 2019)  

 

H#4.5        B.pd4->d3 

A.1...Bf2-e3  2.Bf4-e5 Be3-c1 3.Rc3-f3 Kb2-c2   4.Rf3-f5 Kc2-d2   5.Ke4-f4 Kd2-d3 # 

B.1...Bf2xg3  2.Ke4-d4 Bg3xf4  3.Kd4xc4 Bf4-d2  4.Kc4-b5 Kb2xc3  5.Kb5-a5 Kc3-c4 # 

There is an Indian manoeuvre in a), and a similar Anderssen mate (without a critical move) in 

b), with good twinning. The play in part b) is unexciting, with the bK moving alone and the wB 

spending two moves just to capture guarding pieces, and the distance between the two mates 

leads to some unused material in both parts. But this is still a problem with an ambitious theme 

and without serious weaknesses. 

 

Locul 3: Irina-Luiza Marin (Problemistica, 2019) 

 

H#5 

1.Rf3-f6 Bb7-c8   2.Rf6-d6 Kg7-f8   3.Ke5-f6 Bc8-h3   4.e7-e5 g3-g4   5.Kf6-e6 g4-g5 # 

The Indian manoeuvre (Bc8-h3, g3-g4, g4-g5#) is not obvious in the diagram position, and 

provides some (admittedly, not very original) strategy in addition to the pretty ideal mate.  

 

 



Locul 4: Mihaiu Cioflâncă (Sachmatija, 2019) 

 

H#3,5           2 sol. 

1...Be6xf5   2.Kd4-d5 Sg7-e6   3.Kd5-d6 Se6xc5   4.Re5-d5 Sc5-e4 # 

1...Be6xf7   2.Sc7-e6 Bf7xg8   3.Kd4-d5 Bg8xe6 +   4.Kd5-d6 Sg7-e8 # 

In both solutions, the mating square is guarded by three black pieces (disregarding the fact that 

bKd4 guards e4 in the diagram) – White captures two of them, and Black moves the third one 

away. With no comment from the composer, I can only assume this was the idea he wanted to 

show. If so, the idea is carried out in a good way – the white captures are pure of aim: without 

the need to remove the guards, other moves would have been possible. But the idea is rather 

crude and inelegant, and the moves Kd4-d5-d6 are repeated. 

 

Locul 5: Valeriu Petrovici (Problemistica, 2019) 

 

H#4              2 sol. 

1.Bb3-a2 + Kb1-c2   2.Kc4-b5 Kc2-c3   3.Kb5-a4 b2-b3 +   4.Ka4-a3 Ba5-b4 # 

1.Kc4-b5 Ba5-b4   2.Bb3-c4 Kb1-c2   3.Kb5-a4 Kc2-c3   4.Bc4-b5 b2-b3 # 

Model mates with an exchange of functions between the wB and the wP. It is unfortunate that 

six of the eight half-moves are repeated between the solutions, albeit not in the same places and 

in the same order. Good to see that at least the bB does different jobs in the two solutions. 

 



Locul 6: Valeriu Petrovici (Problemistica, 2019) 

 

H#5 

1.Sc5-b7 Bf7xc4  2.Bd4-b6 Bc4-a6  3.Rc3-c7 Ka2-b3   4.Kd6-c6 Kb3-c4   5.Qe5-d6 Ba6-b5 # 

The play ends in an aristocratic ideal mate, which is good, but the play itself lacks interest. 

 

Locul 7: Valeriu Petrovici (Problemistica, 2019) 

 

H#3             3 sol. 

1.Bf6-g5 Bg7-e5   2.Sb8-a6 Be5-b8  3.Rc8-c6 Sf8-d7 # 

1.Rc8-c4 Sf7-e5   2.Kb6-c7 Kg8-f7   3.Kc7-d8 Sf8-e6 # 

1.Rc8-c7 Sf8-e6   2.Bf6-g5 Bg7-d4+  3.Kb6-a6 Se6xc7 # 

In each solution, Black unpins two out of three thematic white pieces. This is an ambitious idea 

that would normally have merited a much higher distinction. But there are serious weaknesses 

in the white economy: Rh8 and Sf7 are both idle in two solutions, and Bg7 is idle once. Also, 

Bf6-g5 is repeated. So I cannot place the problem higher. 

 

 

 

 



SECȚIUNEA INVERSE  

CLASAMENT: 

1.Valeriu Petrovici (CSU Arad) 1 p. 

Problema câștigătorului (Problemistica, 2019) 

 

S#6        B.Cf3->pd4 

A. 1.Td5-c5 ! [2.Cf3-h2  Re6-d7 3.Na8-c6 + Rd7-e6  4.Rg5-h5  Re6-f5 5.Nc6-d7 +  e7-e6  

6.Dg8-h7 + Tf7xh7 #] 

1...Re6-d7  2.Na8-c6 + Rd7-e6   3.Rg5-h5 h3-h2 4.Cf3xh2 Re6-f5  5.Nc6-d7 +  e7-e6  6.Dg8-

h7 +  Tf7xh7 # 

B. 1.Td5-d8 ! [2.Rg5-h5  Re6-f5 3.Na8-e4+ Rf5-e6  4.Ne4-d5 + Re6-f5  5.Dg8-h7 + 

Tf7xh7#] 

1...h3-h2  2.Rg5-h5 h2-h1=~ +   3.Na8xh1  Re6-f5 4.Nh1-e4 +  Rf5-e6  5.Ne4-d5 + Re6-f5 

6.Dg8-h7 + Rf7xh7 # 

 

Quite a good s# with different routes to the same mate finish. I like it that the keys are two 

moves in different directions by the same wR; pity about the crude twinning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SECȚIUNEA FEERICE  

CLASAMENT: 

1.Eric Huber (Asociația Șah Club Snagov) 27 p. 

2.Mihaiu Cioflâncă (Pionul Piatra Neamț) 14 p. 

3.Valeriu Petrovici (CSU Arad) 8 p. 

4.Gabriel Nedeianu (CSU Arad) 6 p. 

 

Ordinea problemelor participante: 

Locul 1: Eric Huber (Julia’s Fairies, 2019)  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

H#2.5 2 sol.       (1 + 1 + 3) 
PartialParalysis, Leffie 

Definitions: 

Neutral Units: may be regarded as belonging to either side at any turn, and may be moved, or 

captured, by either side. 

Leffie: A piece (except King) cannot attack an opposite piece by the following cycle: P-S-B-

R-Q-P, i. e. Pawn cannot attack a Knight, Knight cannot attack a Bishop and etc. 

Partial Paralysis: If the piece X is attacked by the piece Y, then X cannot move as Y. 

 

(I) 1...c7-c8=nQ 2.nQc8-a6 g7-g8=nR 3.nRg8-f8 nQa6-a5# 

(II) 1...c7-c8=nR+ 2.nRc8-b8+ nRb8-b6 3.Kc3-b4 f7-f8=nB# 

 

The two solutions are not analogous, but they are both full of interesting points making 

extensive use of both Partial Paralysis and Leffie, and they are at least partly unified by 

containing two promotions each. (I don’t miss an AUW, it is nice to see other promotion 

combinations sometimes!) The first solution (nQa5#) is much more spectacular, but the second 

one is subtle too. It is worth studying how they work: 

In the strange mate nQa5#, Partial Paralysis (PP) makes Kc3 totally paralysed by the nQ. This 

nQ is partially paralysed for Black, therefore Black cannot play K-like moves 

4.nQa6,b6,a4,b4?? (but White can play the K-like move nQa6-a5# as Kb5 doesn’t paralyse the 

nQ for White). Leffie rules out moves 4.nQa7,c7,a2?? because of nPf7, and moves 4.nQa8,d8?? 



because of nRf8. PP also rules out the clever defence 4.f7-f6!? which would make nQxK?? 

Leffie-illegal; that’s the reason for the strange move nRg8-f8. A R promotion on f8 instead of 

g8 (2…f8nR?) will not do as this leaves a nPg7 making nQxK?? illegal again, and of course 

2…g8nQ?? is Leffie-illegal because of nPf7.  

The other mate (f8nB#) is more „normal” as the mating move is obviously irreversible. PP rules 

out the defence 4.nBxg7??, but only if this is regarded as a P-like move from f8 (which is a 

matter of definition). The real point of the solution is in the strange manoeuvre c8nT-b8-b6, 

which is played just to make the defence 4.nBc5?? Leffie-illegal (otherwise, 4…nBc5xb4?? 

would be PP-illegal). This can also be achieved by playing the nR to a7, but then 4.nRe7! will 

defend. So it is essential that nRb6 is PP-paralysed by Kb5.  

 

Locul 2: Eric Huber (StrateGems, 2019)  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

HS#2 3 sol.      (1 + 1 + 2 ) 
PartialParalysis, Disparate  

Definitions: 

Helpselfmate (HS): White starts and Black helps to reach a position where White has a S#1 

Disparate: If one side makes a move with a piece of type “x” (black, white, neutral, half-neutral 

etc., King included), the other side cannot answer immediately by moving a piece of the same 

type „x”.). A pawn promoting is a pawn move. 

 

(I) 1.nRb1-b3 + nQe5-b5 2.Ka7-a6 nQb5-d3 # 

(II) 1.nRb1-f1 + nQe5-e1 2.Ka7-b6 nQe1-f2 # 

(III) 1.nQe5-h2 Kf3-g3 2.nRb1-h1 nQh2-g1 # 
 

The first ending (nQb5-d3#) is subtle: Black is in zugzwang, and Kf3 is paralysed by Disparate. 

The nR is immobile due to Partial Paralysis (PP), and PP also makes K-like or R-like nQ moves 

illegal. So Black can only make long diagonal nQ moves. nQd7,e8,e2,f1?? are all self-checks 

because nRb3 is activated, so nQd3# is the only legal move. This is no black self-check because 

of Disparate, but it is check and mate on the wKa6 because both the wK and the nR are totally 

paralysed by PP, and White cannot move the nQ because of Disparate. 

The second solution works analogously, with another wK move immobilising the bK. The third 

solution is different, with no wK move, with the bK immobilised by PP instead of Disparate, 



and with the mating nQ move forced by the lack of other diagonal moves rather than by the 

need to interpose between the nR and the bK. So the problem appears unbalanced with 2+1 

solutions, but the use of the fairy conditions is subtle in all three and the wK gets mated on three 

different squares. 

 

Locul 3: Eric Huber (Problem Paradise, 2019) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ser-H#8        2 sol.          
PointReflection  

 

Definitions: 

Series: One side remains stationary while the stipulated number of moves is made by the other 

side. 
Point Reflection: When two pieces stand on squares which are symmetric with respect to the 

central point of the chessboard, they exchange their walk. Exception to the rules by default : 

A Pawn is dummy on its 1st rank. 

 

(I) 1.Sh7-f6 2.Sf6xg4 3.Kb5-c7 4.f4-f3 5.f3-f2 6.f2-f1=Q 7.Qf1-f3 8.Sg4-f2 Kc5-c6# 

(II) 1.Sh7-g5 2.Kb5-b4 3.Kb4-a6 4.f4-e3 5.e3-e2 6.e2-e1=Q 7.Qe1-g3 8.Sg5-h3+ Kc5-b6# 

 

With bSg4 and bQf4, which takes 6 moves, this would already be a very specific mate in Point 

Reflection. But Black must not check himself, so the same mate must arise somewhere else on 

the board with a final move by the wK. This echo is nicely achieved with Q promotions on f1 

and e1. It is a small weakness that wPg4 is unused in the second solution, but the P is clearly 

necessary in both so that the wK is not in check in the diagram.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Locul 4: Mihai Cioflâncă (Phénix, 2019) 

  

Ser-R#11    B.pa3->d2 

 

Definition: 

Reflexmate (R): A selfmate in which both sides must deliver checkmate if they are able to do 

when it is their move. 

A.1.Kh6-h7   2.Kh7xh8   3.Kh8-g7   4.Kg7-f8 5.Kf8-e8   6.Ke8-d8   7.Kd8-c7   8.Kc7xb7 

9.Kb7-a6  10.Ka6-a5  11.Ka5-b4 Se5-c6 # 

B. 1.Kh6-h5   2.Kh5-h4   3.Kh4-g3   4.Kg3-f2  5.Kf2-e1   6.Ke1-d1   7.Kd1-c1   8.Kc1-b2 

9.Kb2-a3  10.Ka3-b4  11.Kb4-a5 Se5-c6 # 

 

The problem has a clear strategic point: both twins end with the same mating move, but the wK 

must walk different routes to different mating squares. Without wPa3, b4 doesn’t work as the 

mating square, so the wK must go to a5 and must take the lower route so as not to capture the 

necessary Pb7 (the wP is placed on d2 just to avoid a dual in the wK walk). With wPa3, the 

lower route is not available, so the wK must take the upper route, capturing Pb7 so that only b4 

is possible as the mating square. But the play with long wK walks is unexciting, and some black 

material is only necessary to make the K paths unique and has no function in the mates.  

 

Locul 5: Gabriel Nedeianu (feenschach, 2019) 

 

H#1,5          2 sol. 

Sentinelles,  Dolphin g8 



Definitions: 

Sentinelles: When a piece (Pawn excluded) leaves a square outside the first and last rows, it 

leaves a Pawn of the color of the side that played unless 8 Pawns in this color are already on 

the board. 

Dolphin = Grasshopper (moves along Queen-lines over another unit of either color to the 

square immediately beyond that unit) + Kangaroo (moves like a Grasshopper but jumps over 

two units of either color to the square immediately beyond the second unit) 

 

1...Kc1-c2   2.Be5-b8[+bPe5] DOg8-a8 # 

1...DOg8-b3   2.Be5-a1[+bPe5] DOb3-d5[+wPb3] # 
 

A clear demonstration of orthogonal and diagonal Dolphin mates, actively using the bB in both 

cases. There are two weaknesses preventing a higher placing: the short length, and the useless 

Pe5 left behind in both solutions (a flaw that is hard to avoid in Sentinels problems). 

 

Locul 6: Valeriu Petrovici (Problemistica, 2019) 

 

Ser-S#22 

1.h2-h4   2.h4-h5   3.h5-h6   4.h6-h7   5.h7-h8=B   6.Bh8xd4   7.Bd4-g1   8.d2-d4   9.d4-d5  

10.d5-d6  11.d6-d7  12.d7-d8=B  13.Bd8xc7  14.Bc7xg3  15.Bg3-h2  16.g2-g4  17.g4-g5  

18.g5-g6  19.g6-g7  20.g7-g8=B  21.Bg8xb3  22.Bb3-d5 + Ba2xd5 # 

A very nice mating finale with 3+1 bishops, but of course not new. I have found earlier 

examples from 1976, 2003 and 2010 (some of them with a zugzwang mate – imagine bBb7 + 

wBc6). But this seems to be the first one where all three white bishops appear after excelsior 

walks, which gives the problem some originality. The Pc7 is necessary to make the route d8-g3 

unique, but Pb3 serves only to add an uninteresting (to me) Bristol effect at the end. I would 

have preferred ser-s#21 without Pb3. 

 

 

 

 

 



Locul 7: Mihai Cioflâncă (Sachmatija, 2019) 

 

Ser-S#8        2 sol. 

 

1.Re2-f2   2.Sg1-e2   3.Se2xg3   4.Sg3-f5   5.g2-g3   6.Rf2xh2   7.Kf1-g1   8.Sc2xe1 + 

Rd1xe1 # 

1.a3xb4   2.Sc2-a3   3.Sa3-b1   4.Sb1xd2   5.Sd2-b1   6.Re2-c2   7.Sg1-e2   8.Rc2xc3 + 

Be1xc3 # 

 

Two solutions with intricate manoeuvering in a confined space. I see no clear thematic 

connection between them, unless you count as a theme the fact that the battery Rd1+Be1 is used 

in two completely different ways. The position is quite heavy with many pawns, 11 in all.  

 

Locul 8: Mihai Cioflâncă (StrateGems, 2019) 

 
Ser-H=9    B.pb2->g5 

 

A. 1.Bc3xd2   2.Bd2-e1   3.Kh2xg1   4.Kg1-f1   5.Kf1-e2   6.Be1-d2   7.Ke2-d3   8.Kd3-c4   

9.Bd2-c1 Sa2xc1 = 

B. 1.Kh2-h3   2.Kh3-h4   3.Kh4-h5   4.Kh5-g6   5.Kg6-f5   6.Kf5-e4   7.Ke4-d3   8.Kd3-e2   

9.Ke2xf2 Sa2xc3 = 

 

Two inharmonious solutions, one with the bB acting as a shield for the bK in a very familiar 

manner, the other one with just a long bK walk to the right square. 

 



Locul 9: Valeriu Petrovici (Problemistica, 2019) 

 

S#7        Maximummer 

Definition: 

Maximummer: Black must make the geometrically longest moves available to him, as measured 

from square-centre to square-centre. If two or more longest moves of equal length are available, 

black may choose between them.  

1.a5-a6  Rh8-h1  2.Bf8-h6  Rh1-a1  3.Bh6-c1  Ra1xa6  4.Kg6-h5  Ra6-a1  5.Kh5-h4 Ra1-a8 

6.Bc1-f4 + Kb8-a7 7.Bf4-g3 Ra8-h8 # 

A maximummer s# with very little originality, but with a nice model mate at the end. 

 

Locul 10: Valeriu Petrovici (Problemistica, 2019) 

 

HS#4 

1.Rg2-h2 Rh1-b1   2.Kf3-g2 Rb1xb7   3.Kg2-g1 Rb7-d7   4.Rd5-d1 + Rd7xd1 # 

The composer’s idea is in the play of the black R, but Rh1->d1 would produce a Rundlauf 

problem and would be better. 

 


